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Visitors to Common Good’s new offices in Observatory are

As we transition to a new year, we say goodbye to outgoing CEO,

greeted by bold words on the lobby wall: ‘do justice, love mercy,

Klaas Van Mil. When Klaas took the helm in 2017, he made a two-

walk humbly’. This call to action – taken from Micha 6:8 – serves

year commitment to guide Common Good through a pivotal

as a reminder to all who pass through Common Good’s doors of

period – establishing the new Observatory base, bringing all our

the purpose which drives the work within. It is a fitting welcome

programmes together under one roof, and strengthening the

to this thriving programme hub, where multi-disciplinary teams

central operations team. We are thankful for his wise and steady

are working to bring hope, opportunity, dignity and care to

leadership which brought stability and improved sustainability

those marginalised by injustice.

to the whole organisation.

We have much to celebrate as we look back on 2019:

The Board is pleased to have appointed Nkululeko Madonko as

•

initiative that is gaining momentum as they activate local
churches to play their part in giving South Africa’s children
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Our Early Life programme launched Sikunye, a national

•

•

•

the next CEO of Common Good, commencing January 2020.
Nkulu brings a wealth of experience and a keen understanding
of our South African context to the role. He is passionate about
justice and familiar with the non-profit world, having served on the
board of two NPOs, providing strategic leadership and business

The Education team added Boundary Primary to Common

development oversight. Nkulu has deep knowledge of Human

Good’s network of Collaboration Schools, now serving 1861

Resources and many years of experience in business and senior

learners in Bonteheuwel and Imizamo Yethu (Hout Bay). At

leadership. Most importantly, we firmly believe that he is fully

Disa Primary, we saw the fruit of our partnership when the

aligned with the ethos and values of our organisation. This, in

school achieved their highest ever systemic results at the

combination with his many strengths, will be a tremendous asset to

end of 2019.

Common Good in the years to come.

At the Zanokhanyo Network, over 700 unemployed people

I trust that as you read this report you will be freshly inspired by

participated in work readiness classes and 634 of our

all that has been achieved in the past twelve months to enable

graduates went on to find connections to meaningful work

positive and lasting change in thousands of lives across our city. To

or study opportunities. We also laid the groundwork for a

our many donors, partners, supporters and volunteers – thank you!

replication model that will enable us to reach even more,

This work is made possible through your generous contributions.

further afield with this transformative training.

We are so grateful to have each of you on the journey with us, and

The Congregational Support Team had a highly productive
year, writing and curating content to guide our thinking
and response to many topical justice issues.

we look forward to your ongoing partnership in 2020.

Ryan Ter Morshuizen
Chairman of the Board

I am very grateful to the Common Good leadership team and
staff for their tireless efforts to champion equal opportunities
for the most vulnerable in our society. I also extend my thanks
to the Board for their oversight and guidance this past year. I
am confident that the strategies that have been put in place
for 2020 will position Common Good for even greater impact in
the future.
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Meet Nkulu Madonko
In January 2020, Nkulu Madonko was appointed as the new CEO

You are often heard saying, ‘I’m not who you expected I’d be!’

of Common Good. We asked him a few questions about how he

Why is that?

got here, and what he sees for the future of Common Good.

NM: I carry a full name – Nkululeko – which means “Freedom”.
My late father was Ndebele and actively involved in the fight for

What made you say yes to Common Good?

Zimbabwean independence – hence my name. When people
hear ‘Nkulu’, they typically expect to meet a black African

Nurturing potential,
creating opportunities,
shifting trajectories
Common Good is motivated by a vision for a more equal society where people

NM: Common Good’s vision and mission resonates with my desire

male, and not a so called “Coloured” with a British boarding

to see social justice alive and thriving in South Africa. I didn’t take

school accent! I regret that I never had the opportunity to learn

the most conventional route to this role, but I believe that over

my father’s native language. I was born and raised in Zambia,

potential.

two decades of Human Resources Leadership experience has

attended school in the UK from the age of six, and furthered my

prepared me well. I have also been involved in a couple of NPOs

schooling in Zimbabwe post-independence.

Our Early Life, Education and Employment programmes focus on three critical

working in a similar arena, so this opportunity felt like the next
logical next step – both professionally and in my personal journey
towards living social justice.

What motivates you in your role as CEO?
NM: Stewardship is a critical value for me. My aim is to support
Common Good – its staff and its programmes – so that our work
has lasting benefits for the next generation.
What do you believe is Common Good’s biggest opportunity?
NM: Common Good’s programmes are poised for greater reach
and impact. There are also some exciting opportunities for

“There are exciting
opportunities for
synergies between
our various initiatives,
which will deepen the
contribution we can
make in marginalised
communities.”

marginalised by injustice have opportunities to flourish and reach their full

stages of human development when the opportunity to nurture potential and
shift trajectories is most significant. Through this Triple-E strategy, we aim to be a
catalyst for positive impact in the lives of:
•

infants in their first thousand days;

•

young learners in no-fee schools; and

•

the unemployed (especially youth).

Our work equips individuals to rewrite the narrative of their lives - building a
brighter future for themselves and, ultimately, society at large.

synergies between our various initiatives, which will deepen the
contribution we can make in marginalised communities.
How do you measure success?
NM: By the degree to which I am living wisely, walking faithfully

AREAS OF WORK IN 2019

and stewarding what God has given me – leaving things better
than I found them.

COMMON GOOD OFFICE

Whom do you admire most as a leader?

• 21 Nelson Road, Obser vator y

NM: Charles Spurgeon, who once said: “Wisdom is the right use

SIKUNYE EARLY LIFE EVENTS

of knowledge. To know is not to be wise. Many men know a great

• Cape Town

deal, and are all the greater fools for it. There is no fool so great

• Bellville

a fool as a knowing fool. But to know how to use knowledge is to

• Khayelitsha

have wisdom.”

• Langa

What is your favourite book?
NM: My favourite book is “The Boys In The Boat” by Daniel James
Brown. It is based on a true story of nine young men and their epic
quest for Gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics. I am not a rower, but
the way in which they overcome adversity in pursuit of a common
vision, is hugely inspiring!

• Muizenberg
• Rondebosch
COLLABORATION SCHOOLS
• Boundar y Primar y, Bonteheuwel
• Disa Primar y, Bonteheuwel
• Silikamva High, Hout Bay
THE ZANOKHANYO NETWORK
• Dunoon

Nkulu has a Bachelor of Social Science degree and an Honours
(Cum Laude), majoring in Industrial Psychology, from Rhodes
University. He also holds an MBA with Distinction (specialising
in Executive Management) from the UCT Graduate School of
Business, and a Post Graduate Diploma in Coaching through

• Obser vator y
• Hout Bay
• Ocean View
• Wynberg
• Langebaan

the South African College of Applied Psychology. He is familiar

• Langa

with the non-profit space, having served on the board of two

LITERACY

NPOs. Prior to joining Common Good, Nkulu was the Head of

• Kewtown Primar y, Kewtown

Human Capital for Old Mutual Wealth – a business unit within

• Kleinberg Primar y, Ocean View

Old Mutual Limited.
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EARLY LIFE
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Giving all children a
strong start to life
In June 2019, following lengthy and rigorous research, Common

100+

Good launched Sikunye - a new Early Life initiative focused on the
First Thousand Days (FTD). This critical phase of development, from
conception to two years of age, determines the trajectory of a
child’s life. Our findings showed that the church not only has a role

Churches engaged through
information events

to play in this crucial stage, but that it is perfectly positioned and
already equipped to make a significant impact.
Sikunye (which means ‘we are together’ in isiXhosa) activates and
inspire churches to become modern day villages of care and
support around families, so that children are set up to thrive, no
matter the circumstances into which they are born.

50+

SIKUNYE CHAMPIONS
Over the course of the year, we hosted ten Early Life information
“Every day of our lives is important, but

and awareness events, attended by more than 300 representatives

the first 1000 days are critical to thriving

from over 100 churches. By the end of the year, over 50 Sikunye

in all the rest. I count it such a privilege

Champions were actively working towards supporting families

to be able to make a difference in the

(mothers, fathers and primary caregivers) in the FTD. Of these,

lives of both mothers and their babies

Sikunye equipped Home Visitors (24), Book sharing facilitators

during this significant time. Seeing them

(6), and Flourish Hosts (4). Through this and other efforts, Sikunye

flourishing is one of my life’s greatest

Champions in churches across the city continued to explore ways

joys.”

in which their congregations could actively serve young families in

Sikunye Champions
mobilised

their church and the surrounding community.

Desiree Ulster

40

The response from the town of Worcester was particularly positive.

Antenatal and Postnatal Trainer

Through a partnership with the Do More Foundation, we held
awareness events for 70 representatives from 40 churches in the
area. Our team will be returning in 2020 to present to the Breede

Participants in Antenatal and
Postnatal pilot classes

Valley Young Child’s Forum, and to conduct workshops for Sikunye
Champions who are committed to forming a coordinated response
that enables Worcester to be a place where children can flourish.

Sikunye Activity

ANTENATAL AND POSTNATAL CLASSES
Pregnancy and early motherhood can be a lonely and anxious

Gina Ngoyi
Antenatal participant

“Being a new mom can
be such a scary thing,
and each of us face
our own challenges. But
knowing that there’s a
group of women beside
you to just hold your
hand, to cry with you
and laugh with you, and
tell you, ‘You’re going to
be fine’ – it’s like being
part of a family.”
Gina Ngoyi (Pictured left)

time, especially for those who have little support and live in stressed
communities. Sikunye has partnered with Flourish – an initiative of the
national Grow Great campaign – to offer antenatal and postnatal
classes to expecting and new moms. The groups foster a sense of
belonging and equip mothers with the practical and emotional
tools to care for themselves and their babies. In the third quarter,
we piloted the 10-week programmes at Mowbray Maternity Clinic
and our offices in Observatory. We plan to extend this offering to
Wynberg and Hanover Park in early 2020.

“The First Thousand Days is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity for children to develop the foundations
for lifelong thriving. The church – as communities and
individuals – has a crucial role to play in supporting and
strengthening parents and caregivers to provide the
type of care that sees their children reach their Godgiven potential”

Events

People

Churches

Church & Early Life
Events, Conferences
and Fraternal
Meetings

10

300+

100

Sikunye Champions
Gathering

1

27

12

Home Visiting
Training

2

24

13

Flourish Antenatal
Classes

2

36

-

Flourish Postnatal
Classes

1

4

-

www.sikunye.org.za

Richard Lundie, Sikunye
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EDUCATION

“I’m here because I don’t just
want to impart knowledge, but
hope. I want these children to
have the opportunities I had
at school so that one day,
they can be people who will

Igniting the potential
of every child through
excellent education

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

contribute to society and be
able to progress beyond their

Common Good is motivated by the desire for a more equitable

circumstances.”

society where all children have access to excellent learning

Maphetole Molewa
Grade 6 Teacher, Disa Primary
School, Bonteheuwel

opportunities. We have partnered with the Western Cape Education
Department in the Collaboration Schools Project Pilot, which
aims to test an innovate model of schooling that contracts with
independent non- profit operating partners (like Common Good)

1861

Learners received a better
education across our three schools

and no fee public schools to improve learner outcomes.
Our goal is to demonstrate that, within a growing network of no-fee
government schools, excellent educational outcomes are possible
at a nominal additional per learner investment. To achieve this, we
become members of the school governing body, co-create school
improvement plans, develop school leadership teams to drive
change and improve the quality of teaching and learning, develop
teachers through classroom observation, feedback and regular
professional development, and provide additional opportunities for
learners to address gaps in Maths and Language. Our operational
team provides school leadership teams with finance, HR,
infrastructure and data support services, which free up our leaders
to allocate additional time to their own growth, to driving school
Mr Allies

improvement and to focus on the quality of teaching and learning.

Principal, Boundary

OUR NETWORK HAS GROWN

Primary School,
Bonteheuwel

In 2019, we added a third partner school to our network –
Boundary Primary in Bonteheuwel. Together with Disa Primary
(also in Bonteheuwel) and Silikamva High in Imizamo Yethu (Hout

55

Teachers and leaders
participated in professional
development and coaching

684

Professional development,
classroom observations, coaching
and feedback sessions
Grade 3 Systemics Year-on-Year

Bay), Common Good now serves 1861 learners across these two
communities.
TOWARDS IMPROVED LEARNER OUTCOMES
The challenges facing the no fee school context are immense and
complex. Three years into this project we are beginning to define
with deeper conviction what it takes to drive school improvement in
South Africa’s no fee public schools.
Our two primary schools are on fundamentally different trajectory
since we started partnering. We laid strong foundations for change
at Boundary Primary and celebrated Disa Primary’s highest ever
systemic results at the end of the academic year withsubstantial
“I have never been exposed to activities and practices that
support development at school as much as I have through
collaboration. This professional development combined with
Common Good’s centralisation of some operational tasks, means

improvement across Grade 3 and Grade 6, in both Maths and
Language. The Grade 6 results were above the provincial average,
and the Mathematics pass rate leapt from 19,7% to 62,5%. This is a
wonderful achievement for the school and demonstrates significant

I can now schedule time for school walks, classroom visits and a

progress in the academic journey of many young lives.

quarterly evaluation of the quality of teaching and learning in my

At Silikamva High School, turn around has been tougher to achieve,

school. I have greater insight now, on what is actually happening in
the classroom. I am growing as a leader, and am better equipped
to lead, support and challenge my own teaching staff.”
Mr Allies (Pictured above)

6

Grade 6 Systemics Year-on-Year

with a disappointing, decreased matric pass rate in 2019. We did,
however, see some improvement in the systemic assessments and
will be taking a hard look at what needs to be done differently in
2020 to achieve improvement.

7
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SHINE LITERACY

Helping children learn
to read, so that they
can read to learn

304

3000+
Hours of
volunteer time

Unique volunteers
Collaboration Schools (150)

Common Good continues to partner with Shine Literacy to

Shine Literacy (79)
The Zanokhanyo Network (75)

provide targeted one-on-one reading support to Grade 2
and 3 learners at Kewtown and Kleinberg Primary Schools. This
volunteer-driven programme works with selected, at-risk learners
to develop essential literacy skills and promote a love for reading.
Each year we see a dramatic rise in their confidence and ability,

VOLUNTEER REPORT

and 2019 was no different, with an average improvement of 37.5%

Common Good is very grateful for the many volunteers who

across both schools.

faithfully and generously give their time, care and expertise
in service of our beneficiaries. By the end of 2019, we had 304

KEWTOWN

volunteers contribute more than 3000 hours to Shine Literacy

Twice a week, selected Grade 2 and 3 learners visit the Shine
room at Kewtown Primary for their hour-long one-on-one lesson

(see report left), work readiness training at The Zanokhanyo

Liz Ellenbogen

with a volunteer. Typically, learners remain in the programme for two

Network, and various projects in aid of our Collaboration

Shine Literacy
Volunteer

years, but this year at Kewtown Primary, five of the Grade 3 learners
improved so much, achieving an impressive average literacy score

Schools.
WORK READINESS TRAINING

of 92%, that they graduated out of the programme. This made way

Throughout 2019, volunteers assisted with many aspects of

for other struggling learners to join for the rest of the year. The Grade

work readiness training at The Zanokhanyo Network. More

2s were also re-assessed and showed a 38% improvement in just 6

than 75 individuals offered over 700 hours conducting mock

months, compared the class average of 12% over the same period.

interviews and assisting with CV writing, job searching,

In the course of 2019, a total of 45 learners met weekly with 43

computer skills development and graduations.

volunteers. We are grateful to these dedicated men and women,

We also

piloted a very successful Saturday Session, where fifteen

who become a caring and stable presence in the lives of Kewtown’s

volunteer coaches met with graduates to further prepare

young children.

them for the world of work.

KLEINBERG

BOOK COVERING

Kleinberg Primary in Ocean View began the year with a freshly
renovated Shine room thanks to the efforts of the South Peninsula

In July, as part of the 67minutes for Mandela Day initiative, we
“I have always loved children. Now that my own

hosted a book covering drive. Over a hundred volunteers

are grown up, spending time with my Shine kids

passed through the Common Good offices throughout the

In 2019, 36 volunteers provided more than 1050 hours of literacy

is the most rewarding thing. These children grow

day, covering 832 books in just 7 hours! During the September

support to 41 Grade 2s and 3s. In just the first half of the year, Grade

up amidst violence and so much scarcity.

school holidays we invited volunteers and Common Good

2 learners participating in Shine showed an average improvement

But if they can learn how to read and write, and

staff to join us once again, this time to cover 1600 new

of 37% and the number of at-risk learners dropped from 31 to 14.

to love doing so, I believe they can grow up to

readers for learners at Disa Primary. Some volunteers took

By the end of the year, six Grade 2 learners graduated from the

do absolutely anything.”

hundreds of books home and back to their offices to help us

Common Ground community.

programme with an average literacy score of 83%. Most will remain
in the Shine programme in Grade 3, where they will enjoy further

complete this huge task.

Liz Ellenbogen (Pictured above)

SCHOOL MAINTENANCE

weekly one-on-one support from dedicated volunteers and

A team from Media24 joined us for both book coving sessions

continue to develop their confidence and skills.

Aa
Bb

37,5%

Average literacy
improvement

8

86

and then expressed an interest in helping us with two DIY
“It was a great

projects at our Bonteheuwel schools. In October they

feeling knowing

brought some colour to a playground at Boundary Primary,

that my small

where they painted the Foundation Phase jungle gym. They

contribution to

then went down the road to Disa Primary where they gave

building their

the staff kitchen a spring clean and a fresh coat of paint.

confidence would
equip and prepare
them to secure

Learners Impacted
Kewtown (45)
Kleinberg (41)

employment in
the future.”

BAGS OF LOVE
Towards the end of year, we asked volunteers to help us prepare
‘Bags of Love’ for staff at our partner schools. Thirty-eight adults
and children joined us for this family-friendly Saturday morning
activity. Together they packed and decorated 200 bags filled

Work Readiness

with tasty treats, stationery and a small gift to thank school

Volunteer

leaders, teachers and support staff for their hard work in 2019.

9
9
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EMPLOYMENT

Empowering the
unemployed through
holistic work readiness
training
Common

Good’s

employment

initiative,

The

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
“I spent a long time looking
for work – many years. I had
almost given up hope. The
Zanokhanyo Network family
helped me to believe in myself
again, and now that I have a
job, I’m able to better support

703

Zanokhanyo

and raise my three children.
This makes me so happy.”

Work Readiness
Graduates

Network (TZN), offers a transformative work readiness course
that empowers the unemployed with the confidence, skills and

Bongeka
Work Readiness Graduate

resources they need to obtain meaningful work. We journey with
our graduates, providing ongoing support and connections to
meaningful opportunities, including further studies, internships
and employment.
WORK READINESS TRAINING

634

In 2019, 703 unemployed people graduated from TZN’s threeweek work readiness course. This exceeded our training target
for the year and represents a high 86% graduation rate, from 819
registrations received.
In total, 38 classes were offered at seven different sites across the

Connected to
meaningful work and
study opportunities

greater Cape Town area: Dunoon, Hout Bay, Langa, Langebaan,
Observatory, Ocean View and Wynberg.
GRADUATE SUPPORT AND OPPORTUNITIES

Malibongwe

Graduate support has proven to be critical in the journey of the

Work Readiness Graduate

unemployed. In an economy that offers few opportunities and
short-term contracts, we see people becoming discouraged and
lonely as they bounce from one opportunity to another, often with
prolonged periods of unemployment in between.

72% of graduates are
youth (<35 yrs old)

TZN offers additional, industry-specific training and workshops to
further equip our graduates for the workplace. In 2019, 245 graduates
completed courses in Computers, Customer Experience, or the
fully accredited Hospitality programme. We continued to provide
assisted job searching and applications from our Observatory office,
and have maintained connections to graduates through growing
online community groups.
In total, 634 of our graduates went on to find work or were connected

64% of graduates are
women

to further study opportunities.
NEW REPLICATION MODEL
During the year we piloted a course in Langebaan with a view
to establishing replication partners in communities further afield.
This new model will greatly extend our reach by equipping
partner sites across the country to host work readiness training.
In 2020 we will conduct an extensive curriculum review and
update to facilitate effective course delivery from a distance. This
is an exciting opportunity for our employment programme and
positions us for even deeper impact in future.

Wynberg
Oceanview

20
4,3

Observatory
Langebaan
Langa
Hout Bay (Sauce)
Dunoon

49

“Not having work hurts in so many ways –

1,8
9,1
6,5
9,2

% Graduations by location

10

emotionally and mentally most of all. Now
that I’m able to support myself and my family,
I feel like I have dignity again. It’s good to be
able to give back too – so I go back to the
night shelter I once stayed in to encourage
the people there to not give up hope.”
Malibongwe (Pictured above)

11
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CONGREGATIONAL SUPPORT
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Mobilising the
Church to live justly
Our Congregational Support team aims to equip and mobilise
Christ-followers towards living justly in their everyday lives, by:
•

Publishing resources on a range of topics to inspire, motivate
and promote deeper thinking on justice issues.

•

Supporting Social Justice Ministry (SJM) teams in Common
Ground Church as they seek to disciple congregants
towards a lifestyle of justice and respond to the needs of their
community.

•

Building bridges to Common Good’s EEE programmes by
facilitating volunteer opportunities and events. (Please see
the previous page for a report on Volunteer activities in 2019).

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
In 2019, we published 66 resources on our website, across ten
social justice themes. Each monthly topic featured content
created by our team, as well as external voices that we trust and
recommend for further reading.

9

Social Justice Ministry teams supported
across Common Ground Church
congregations

The six new themes we explored were Living a lifestyle of justice,
Early Life, Land, Violence Against Women, Volunteering, and
Race, Division and Inequality. We also added fresh material to
our existing Living Wage, Homelessness and Christmas resource

5

pages.

3 3

11

8

CHURCH-BASED MINISTRY
Our team works closely with nine Social Justice Ministry (SJM)

10
8

teams in Common Ground Church congregations across the city.

9

As we equipped, supported and strengthened SJM teams, they

9

each ran events, engaged community need, and mobilised their
congregations towards justice activities.
He has told you, O man, what is good; and what does
the Lord require of you but to do justice, and to love
kindness, and to walk humbly with your God?
MICAH 6:8

PUBLISHED RESOURCES (66)

Part of this equipping, included training congregations on how
to run Justice Journey courses in their contexts, allowing greater
replicability in future. We also hosted a cohort in Stellenbosch with

Land

25 attendees from four churches. The five-week course, which was
developed by Common Good, aims to equip, inspire and challenge
Christ-followers to explore how their faith connects to social justice

New
Themes

issues.

Race, Division and Inequality
Early Life
Violence Against Women
Living a lifestyle of justice

During the year, we also hosted two events aimed at exposing

Volunteering

Common Ground elders and staff to Common Good’s work across
the city.
ADVANCE GLOBAL CONFERENCE
In May, our team hosted a social justice exposure session for 47 local
and international delegates of the Advance Global Conference.

Updated
Themes

Christmas
Homelessness
Living Wage

The breakaway session included a focus on how to establish justice
ministries within your church, key learnings from our experience
and an experiential round trip through the historic suburb of Langa,
which offered insight into the impact of apartheid on our city’s
landscape, and its people.

12
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FINANCE

The NPO sector continues to be affected by the depressed

2019 EXPENDITURE BREAKDOWN

economic environment in South Africa. Against this backdrop,

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

2019

2018

2017

Income

Common Good’s financial year, which ended 31 December
2019, saw a decrease of 10% in total income from the previous

Donations

R22 495 461

$1 556 652

£1 220 579

R24 847 070*

R18 324 678

year (excluding the R5.2 Million received in 2018 for the building

Total Donations

R22 495 461

$1 556 652

£1 220 579

R24 847 070

R18 324 678

Fundraising and publicity

R1 471 034

$101 793

£79 817

R1 281 139

R843 200

Total cost of generating funds

R1 471 034

$101 793

£79 817

R1 281 139

R843 200

Programmes

R18 596 699

$1 286 864

£1 009 037

R19 490 623

R15 778 184

Management and administration

R2 447 561

$169 368

£132 802

R2 178 812

R1 915 426

Total investments/expenditure

R 21 044 260

$1 456 231

£1 141 839

R21 669 435

R17 693 610

Fixed assets

R4 923 237

$350 613

£267 011

R5 932 159

R424 474

Donations received in advance

R3 790 919

$269 974

£205 600

R3 293 773

R962 691

has enabled us to meet our strategic objectives and continue in our

Contigency reserve

R2 000 000

$142 432

£108 470

-

-

efforts to serve the marginalised.

Cash

R2 682 863

$191 063

£145 505

R3 529 643

R512 549

Nkululeko Madonko
Chief Executive Officer

Other receivables

R158 167

$11 264

£8 578

R880 090

R64 886

Total assets

R13 555 186

$965 345

£735 165

R13 635 665

R964 600

project). Despite this, there was a corresponding decrease of only
5% in programme investments, showing funding commitment to
the overall mission. Total donations received were still adequate

83%

Cost of generating funds

to meet the programme needs.
HIGHLIGHTS
•

Establishing a sustainability reserve of R2 million, which
will provide adequate runway in the event of worsening

7%

10%

economic conditions;
•
•

Commissioning of the building project on 12 May 2019;
Increasing investment income from R275k in 2018 to R398k in

Programme Costs (83%)

2019.

Total Admin Costs (10%)

CONCLUSION
Common Good’s financial health remains robust despite the
prevailing economic climate. We are especially encouraged by
the steadfast support that we have received from our donors. This

Fundraising Costs (7%)

Investments/expenditure

Assets

*Excludes R5.2 Million for Building Fund

Independent audit conducted by Shrand & Ekermans Inc
CA(SA) +27 21 762 7833
Currency conversions: $1 = 14,0418 | £1 = 18,4383
Annual average foreign exchange rate for the year
obtained from the South African Reserve Bank
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Bongiswa’s story
“My name is Bongi Maqina and this is the story of my journey, from

Since 2014 I have not had a regular job. I used to be an Uber driver

my pregnancy until now. I am the mother of twins, Oyingcwele and

but I decided I can’t do the driving job anymore. But you know, as

Lingcwalisa - two beautiful angels.

a responsible mother, you need to work. You are used to working

I didn’t plan for my pregnancy and I was very surprised when I found
out that I was pregnant with twins. It was a difficult pregnancy and I
was feeling hopeless.
My brother introduced me to Common Good. He knew that one of
the programmes had a Flourish course for expecting mothers and
encouraged me to go. I took his advice instead of just staying at
home and not doing any work.

for yourself and now you also need to work to provide for your kids.
I called Desirée from Flourish for help. I asked her if she can assist
somehow. She told me about the The Zanokhanyo Network, which is
also part of Common Good.
When I joined my Work Readiness course I met new people, new
friends and new family! The course made a big difference to me,
to help me understand myself and to forgive people that I never
thought I would forgive. It helped me open up about things I would

I can still remember the first time that I met with the other Flourish

never normally talk to other people about. I never felt forced to do

mummies. It changed something in me big time! I didn’t know

it and it offloaded my burden and helped me care about other

what to expect when I got there, but it just brought a positivity to

people.

me because I was so negative about this whole pregnancy thing.
Meeting other people with the same problems or more problems
than me helped me to see that I was not alone.

At Work Readiness I learnt many new things, like how to create
an interesting CV. I was taught a totally different approach and
it also helped learning the basics of computers. Since then I did

My twins came early and so I missed classes but I got to return just in

Funeral Policy Sales training with Sanlam and I have just passed my

time for graduation. The mommies didn’t forget about me and they

assessment! Things are looking up.

were happy to see me again with my girls. I did not have much stuff
for the babies but at graduation I received a Thula Baba bucket
which meant I didn’t have to struggle to buy because that bucket
had a lot of things that I’m still using today. After graduation, our
group has stayed connected. Even now, our WhatsApp group it’s
still popping!

Even though I am a single, unemployed mummy, if you come to
where I stay now, you won’t find that it’s a cold place. I am able
to enjoy motherhood. I have learnt never to give up. Being at The
Zanokhanyo Network changed my mindset and I now hope for a
brighter future for me and my babies.

Thank you to heaven for

meeting with people like you, Common Good!”

“Being at The
Zanokhanyo
Network
changed my
mindset and I
now hope for a
brighter future
for me and my
babies.”
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Thank
you to our
partners
Our work is
made possible
by the faithful
support of
many individual
donors, funding
organisations
and private
enterprise. We
are grateful for
their generous
contribution
and partnership.
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